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September, October, 2019

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 58507-7473

We are back to normal activities after a
summer of picnics and demonstrations.
More recently the one major activity was
the 50th aniversity Flickertail Show held at
the Heritage Center. It was very nice that
the Heritage Center partnered with us and
we are greatly appreciative. Even with the
snowstorm everything went great.
Presenters were Jay Haavick, master
Carver, Karen Henderson taught spoons
and Teri Stegmiller’s art project was more
than
worth
while.
Other
September/October activities were regular
meetings and Whittle-Ins. The updated
calender was written by Eric Gaasland. Photograph credits go to Eric
Gaasland, Dale Heglund and Facebook contributors. For questions or future
articles send your info to Tom/Diane Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net. Good
Carving!
Newsletter Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants
from the North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding
from the state legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts.
They are also supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council
and Montana Dakota Resources Group

Event Calendar
Meetings and Whittle-Ins are held at the Fellowship Hall in Trinity Lutheran
Church, 502 N 4th St Bismarck
Summer – June, July and August at Sertoma Park, Shelter #4

1st and 3rd Thursday carving at Edgewood
Vista from 2:00 to 4:00 pm
www.flickertail.org
December 17, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Doug Emerson, snow snakes

January 4, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Doug Emerson, snow snakes

January , 2020??

(Maybe March??) Holiday Party – All Day
Coordinators Becky Weisgerber and Diane Turck

January 21, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Cliff Orgaard

February 1, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Bob Pedigo, love spoon

February 18, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Eric Gaasland

March 7, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Becky Weisgerber

March 17, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Becky Barnes

April 4, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Ed Ryan

April 21, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Marlene Moser

April 18 - 19, 2020

Fargo Carving Show

May 1 – 3, 2020?

Spring Carving Class by Rick and Cathy Brereton
Rustic Loon

May 2, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Mitch Olson

May 19, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Warren Schlecht

June 26 – 28, 2020

Wahpeton Carving Weekend
PAST EVENTS

June 18, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited

June 21-23, 2019

Wahpeton Carving Weekend

July 16, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited

July 27, 2019

Cross Ranch State Park, carving demo
Doug Emerson Coordinator

August 3 & 4, 2019

Capital Art Affair, carving demo,
Becky Weisgerber.

August 20, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited

August 17, 2019

Harvest Feed at Buckstop, Junction, carving demo,
Mike Knudson Coordinator

September 7, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Larry Graf
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September 17, 2019

September 25-28

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Perry Cook
Hostfest University (Kolrosing and Spoon Carving
Classes)
http://hostfest.com/hu/

September 28 and 29

Applefest at Buckstop Junction, carving
demos, Dale Heglund Coordinator

October 5, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Donna Grunett

October 11, 2019

Potluck at Quality Inn

October 12-13, 2019

Flickertail Woodcarving Show
50th Annual Show
North Dakota Heritage Center
Feature Carver, Oct 10-13 will be Jay Haavik Project –
Nordic style carving
Non-Carving Class – Teri Stegmiller – fabric painting Weekend
Carver – Karen Henderson – Green wood spoon carving

October 15, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Vince Bitz

November 2, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Mike Knudson

November 19, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Doug Smith

December 7, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Diane and Tom Turck
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***************************************
Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
September 7th, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church
Eric G, called the meeting to order. There were about 16-7 people present.
Larry Graf had an elegant gazelle project for the Whittle-In.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month.
Coming dates are December 19th, January 2nd and 16th, and February 6th and 20th.
Cancer Hearts: Please keep making hearts when you have a chance.
“Guest: Becky W came to drop off Raffle Tickets for the October Show. She is
actually taking the pyrography class with Julie Bender today, and can’t be here.
Secretary’s Report: The May Minutes are in the May newsletter. Please let Diane
know if any changes were needed.
Treasurer’s Report: Bob P and Eric G noted that the bills have been paid and that
there is $8,753 in the account not including money involved in the October Show.
The Sons of Norway have donated $300 to us for the October Show and to foster a
closer relationship. Diane moved and Dale seconded that the report be passed.
Accepted.
Membership: Doug S not here.
Property: Vince reports we are doing well. From discussion, we presently have 5
beginner carving sets. We will purchase 5 more from Bob Lawrence.
Library: Cliff says it’s doing fine.
Publicity: Becky W has purchased some business cards.
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Historian: Clara isn’t here today.
Facebook: Eric G is putting photos on Facebook as we speak.
Website/Instagram: Becky B not here today.
Buckstop Junction: Harvest Fest did OK weather wasn’t very cooperative. Apple
Fest is September 21-22. Dale passed around a sign-up sheet.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: This is our 50th anniversary year and we are
pleased to be able to hold it at the North Dakota Heritage Center. Jay Haavik, a
world renowned carver, will be our Master Woodcarver doing relief carving in
Scandinavian style. The project will be done in mahogany. See the signup sheet
for a list of the suggested tools you may want to have. He will instruct students in
a Nordic relief carving on Thursday and Friday, October 10 and 11 from 8:30-5pm
and Saturday and Sunday, October 12 and 13 from 8-12 noon.
The other two classes will be on Saturday and Sunday mornings. Karen
Henderson will lead a session in making useable spoons and eating implements
from a variety of woods. Finally, Terri Stegmiller will lead a group in painting a
huge cloth with lots of color. The masterpiece will be divided among the
participants to take home at the end.
None of the classes is completely full. The carving ones have nine signed up, and
the art one has eight. Karen Pedigo took the information about Stegmiller’s project
to her quilting group to see if anyone there wants to participate.
So far at least 22 tables have been requested with several more being applied for as
members sign-up for classes.
Please sell Raffle Tickets for the Show. We have some wonderful prizes and this
is one way we make money to carry out our various projects.
Programs: Begining carving classes will start after the October Show. We are
looking for people who can teach the individual lessons.
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The chainsaw carving class was worthwhile and can be offered next year, too.
New Business: Dale will receive information about a scout troop wanting to work
on the wood carving merit badge.
Old Business: None.
Show and Tell: Larry brought a belt buckle with a cute pair of raccoons as a giveaway.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net.
Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary

***************************************
September 7th, 2018 Whittle-In
Larry Graf is a talented woodcarver with some great ideas. He came up with the
concept of carving a gazelle. One of the many antelopes from Africa, it is as
elegant as a dancer, and in fact, the stance of Larry’s carving reminds one of a
dancer en pointe. Antelopes are even toed ungulates, but Wikipedia calls the name
a “wastebasket taxon” because it is not one group or taxon, but rather the over 90
species called antelope occur in some 30 genera.
A number of them, including most gazelle species inhabit the savannahs of East
Africa. Gazelles live in herds and eat easily digestible plants and leaves. While a
number of antelopes take part in grand migrations to trail the seasonal rain patterns
across the grasslands, many gazelles, with their strong, slender legs and long
strides, follow one of the furthest routes. They are known for their agility and
speed, and having eyes on either side of their heads gives them radial vision to help
out maneuver lions, cheetahs and other predators. Gazelles can reach 60 miles and
can sustain 50 miles an hour.
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Graceful gazelles. Basswood between two butternut creatures
Along with their sight, gazelles have keen senses of smell and hearing to perceive
danger at night. Some species of gazelle have white rumps that they flash to alert
the rest of the herd of nearby threats and their vocal communications have warning
calls and trumpets as well as other types of interactive calls. Of the 10 or so
species, most are considered threatened to some extent. Four others are extinct.
Larry discovered the project on the internet. He used a scroll saw to create more
than enough blanks for the approximately 17 people present to buy. While most of
the blanks were basswood, he also had some in butternut as well. He came
prepared with sheet of paper with drawing and directions on both sides. The
butternut may contain insect holes through the wood which makes the end carving
look interesting. Besides the template for the animal, Larry had small square
stands to put the gathered gazelle’s hooves in.
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Blanks and bases on the table
A number of the tables were full of people who were intent on carving the project.
The completed gazelles were shared by participants looking to get details of the
gazelle correct.

Eileen examining the direction sheet
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Sharing a finished gazelle to help these four in their carvings
Even though most Saturday mornings there are a number of items to share for
show and tell, this morning Larry was the only one who brought something
interesting. He has had for a number of years a belt buckle made of polished
wood, displaying two raccoons sitting on a branch in the moonlight. The buckle is
oval and set in yellow metal. The effect is almost a silhouette with the coats of the
animals shining brown by the light of the moon, and their eyes reflecting close to
the same goldfish color as the moon. Larry is trying to give it to someone who
would like to have it. He was agreeable for it to become part of the October
Raffle.

Raccoons startled in the moonlight
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***************************************
Julie Bender Pyrography Lecture
September 8th, 2019
Both Luci and Becky W took Julie’s class Pyrography yesterday. A number of
carvers attended her lecture today. She aptly called it “Playing with Fire.”
She first started becoming interested in wood burning to memorialize a dog of
whom she was particularly fond. She looked on the internet for boxes, and
developed a business in urns for pets, starting out at local shows. Maple was her
wood of choice because it is hard and burns slowly. She eventually started to use
burl maple as well. She progressed into regional shows, tested flat maple and
began to work for herself rather than just taking orders from others, and expanded
into juried shows.
Julie moved to Colorado in her quest to go into creating pictures. She began to
figure out how to combine water color and burning together. Some of her early
successes included using sand, and coffee in sponges for texture and color. She
found 300 lb weight paper works best. Using oil color pencils in the past, she now
uses thin acrylic. With her photos, she plans her composition completely. Julie
may use a combination of photos to achieve the result she wants. First she burns
all the elements of the picture and then plans where to put the color. She stressed
that it is important to know the use of values. In answer to questions she stated
that when she uses wood, she sands it smooth. She uses a spray varnish on wood
pieces. She finds having great photographs is imperative.
She gives retreats for people to come to Colorado, hike and take photos, and then
burn/paint a picture over a period of days.

***************************************
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September 19th, 2018 Whittle-In
Perry Cook arrived encumbered with cases and carryalls and Oliver. Oliver has
grown since I last saw him. Much more mobile now of course, he is a pleasant
character.

Perry and grandson Oliver
Perry came with a cute stylized owl which can be used as a necklace pendent or
something similar. Broadly speaking there are at least 200 species of owl. Most
are solitary and nocturnal predators. Easily recognized by their huge often round
or slightly frowning eyes like the spotted owl or great-horned owl, no other bird
has as large a binocular field of vision. Perry’s trinket has big radiating round eyes.
Its patterned chest reminds one of spotted or barred owls. All owls can turn their
heads 0 , and have excellent far vision, though their near vision is pretty useless.
Their hearing is quite extraordinary. Their ears are asymmetrical on either side of
their heads and that facial ruff of feathers helps direct sound accurately. Within 30
millionth of a second an owl can pinpoint the exact location of its prey. In
addition, most species of owls have feathers especially adapted in shape and form
to attain silent flying. The drawback to that is they can’t fly in the rain. In rainy
periods of several days that causes food problems for the owl, but also for any
young owlets.
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An owl blank, washers for eye diameter, a cord and eye for making a pendent

Two completed owls
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As we were getting ready to get our owl blanks and settle down, Dennis Houle
came in to offer us red cedar that he had outside in his vehicle. He teaches at one
of the colleges and is a friend of Dale. A friend of his had some red cedar in their
yard burned by some children playing with cottonwood fluff and matches in the
next yard. They had already given some away, but had more. Some of us went out
to see it and take advantage of his offer. Several weeks later, I found out that the
children were playing with their father’s supervision. He must not have realized
how flammable cottonwood seeds are. The fire took off through at least two yards.
I talked to a woman who owns the second house. They needed to have the siding
replaced on their house, and the house with the cedar trees is still undergoing
repair. The boys and the father had apologized and paid for some of the damage.

Eric T’s cottonwood bark guitar player
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Listening to her tell how the fire had raced across the yards, and how it had caused
much more damage than a couple of trees, and that the father had been oblivious to
how much playing with fire could be a problem, it was like listening to one of old
Paul Harvey’s, “The Rest of the Story,” episodes.
Everyone finally settled down to Perry’s project. About the time we were all
discussing it and visiting in general, it was Oliver’s bedtime and they left. There
were a number of show and tell items, though. Eric T had brought the most.

Some of the 18 carvers
He had a young guitarist whose stature and mien are not satisfying him. He is
deciding whether to make some modifications to make it more pleasing to his way
of thinking. Then there is the poor little raccoon peering out of a work boot. He is
a bit scuffed and missing ears. Eric’s cat got a hold of the carving, ate away his
ears, scratched at his nose and face and left him in need of repair. The third piece
he had was a delightful field mouse. The ears on the mouse would be just about
right for the raccoon, but I hope he finds another source since that would help the
one animal and not deprive the other of his ears.
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Earless raccoon

Unsuspecting mouse
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Finally, a wonderful show and tell, Clara is providing us with a spoon carved by
Telle Ruder styled with Acanthus leaves.

The front (above) and back (below) of Telle’s spoon

***************************************
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Apple Fest
September 21-22, 2019
The Flickertails have demonstrated at Applefest at Buckstop Junction for a number
of years to help support the Bismarck Cancer Center. There are musical
performances, great food, games and parades. This year they had a blowup
obstacle course and a Blood Drive. All of the proceeds go to the Cancer Center for
community services the center provides.
We set our booth up next to the blacksmith shop. It offers clear view to the lines of
people walking along the street, and sitting in the chairs in front of the music tent,
but it is hard at times to carry on any good conversation with the loudness of the
music. Still, the music tent is a draw. Due to the blustery weather of the Harvest
Fest, the sides to the booth were found should they be needed. It is only a month
away from the October show, so encouraging passersby to attend is a goal, as well
as to talk about joining the beginning carver’s class.

Clara watching the tractors go along the parade route
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Clara came to spend much of the day. She went out to see what the festival had to
offer and returned with some food to sustain her. Eric T came to put in some time
and realized he had forgotten a carving project, so accepted a blank I had in my
carrying case from the Santa Tom and I had offered as a project last year. He said
he’d see what could make of it. The volunteers enjoyed talking each other and the
visitors, and the show went off well.

Eric G and Clara talking to some people walking by

***************************************
Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
October 5th, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church
Eric G called the meeting to order.
Donna Grunett provided a feather spoon project.
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Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month.
Coming dates are December 19th, and January 2nd and 16th, and February 6th and
20th.
Cancer Hearts: Please keep making hearts when you have a chance.
Guest: Bob Johnson.
Show and Tell: Bob P: a quail with cactus
Donna: a salt chicken
Secretary’s Report: Becky B read the Minutes from the September Meeting.
Perry motioned and Vince 2nded.
Treasurer’s Report: $9,518 in the account. Motioned and Becky W 2nded.
Membership: N/A.
Property: Vince reports there are problems with the lock. It has become hard to
operate. We have ordered 5 more beginner carving tool sets from Bob Lawrence
for $550. Delivery will be at the Show.
Library: Nothing new to report.
Publicity: Becky W did a Dakota Media Access Interview. They will provide us
the audio file to place on the website and Facebook.
Historian: N/A.
Facebook: Eric G is putting photos on Facebook as we speak.
Website/Instagram: Becky B stated that the website is up to date.
Buckstop Junction: N/A.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show:
Doug E:
Classes are from 8 to 5 on Thursday and Friday
Saturday and Sunday the Heritage Center will open at 8 AM for carvers
Becky B will be at the Registration table
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Bring a Table Cloth and sheet to cover your table when you are not at your
table.
Saturday lunch will be served at noon at the West Entrance. Food ticket will
be in the package
Friday pot luck at 5 PM at the Quality Inn West End Room E. Contact Karen
Pedigo if you are going to attend with food.
Banquet Saturday at Harvest Brazilian Grill at 6:30
Sunday Heritage Center Closes at 4:30
Vendors in the Classroom. No Sales in the Hallways.
Raffle ticket drawings at the October 15 Whittle-in
Programs: All set for the show. Please sell Raffle Tickets for the Show.
New Business: Beginning carving class signups are open. We will start after the
October Show. We are looking for people who can teach the individual lessons.
There is a Colored Pencil Class similar to the one held at the May Spring Class
coming soon. Anyone interested contact Karen Pedigo.
Old Business: Thank you to everyone who helped out at Buckstop Junction for the
Harvest Fest and Applefest.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net .
Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Becky Barnes, Acting Secretary

***************************************
October 5th, 2019 Whittle-In
Donna Grunett has been working on carving miniature spoons called salt spoons
for several months. Normal salt spoons range from 2-3 inches long, with a small
circular bowl. They and their associated salt cellars were used until the early half
of the 20th century. The design on the spoon often matched the design on the salt
cellar. Salt tends to absorb moisture and clump into a large lump. Usually the
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head of the household would distribute salt from a larger container. A quantity or
lump of salt would be broken up into crystals and put in a salt cellar with the spoon
to be put on the dining table. Because salt was expensive it was understood that
you used the small salt spoon to sprinkle it over your food.

Donna’s salt spoon with chicken feathered handle
Although one computer site places the development of adding magnesium
carbonate to salt as late as the 1930s, Morton Salt inaugurated its campaign of,
“When it rains, it pours,” in 1914 in response to its success in the use of the
absorbing agent in 1911. Since salt no longer stuck so readily to itself, shakers
became the way salt was distributed at tables. Today, salt spoons and salt cellars
are highly collectible items and are used nostalgically in many dining rooms.
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Working on spoons
About 15 members turned out to see what the carving assignment would be, and
soon got busy with their spoons. It was a wonderful project. Donna had the
spoons at other meetings for show and tell, so it was nice that we actually got to
make them. In addition, she brought a salt chicken or a salt cellar chicken for
show and tell. It was pleasant to see them as a set. Very good.
Bob P had a small tableau with a quail and cactus. Quail like this one are small
desert dwelling birds. They would rather walk than fly, and do walk quickly.
When they gather, their groups are known as coveys, or bevys. They enjoy taking
dust baths. The female usually has about 10-12 chicks which are precocial. That
indicates that they are born ready to follow their parents. They are more
insectivorous when first born, but gradually add plants to their diets as they age.
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A salt chicken and spoon

Bob P’s bright eyed quail

***************************************
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October Woodcarving Show
October 10-13th, 2019
Although the October Woodcarving Show actually starts with the beginning of the
Master Class on Thursday, the rest of the show starts on Friday evening. The
Flickertails set aside a block of rooms for people to stay for the weekend at the
Quality Inn. People arriving from out of town as well as those from Bismarck
gather in one of their meeting rooms, Room E usually, for a traditional pot luck
dinner. The people from Bismarck brought food for everyone to eat. That way we
all got to visit and the out-of-towners didn’t have to find dinner elsewhere. Karen
Pedigo was kind enough to set it up. She and four or five others made sloppy joes
in crock pots. Others brought beans and small frankfurters. There were numbers
of excellent side dishes, salads, and desserts, all of which were worth an extra visit
as well.

Getting dinner
The Quality Inn provided water and glasses. There was a nearby bar for anyone
wanting a beer or mixed drink. The food was set up on a long table across the top
of the room and another table down part of the far side. Long tables for dinner
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guests were arranged perpendicularly to the side walls with a wide center aisle in
between.
Considering the storm raging around the state, there were a fair number of people
at the pot luck. Some people just couldn’t make it. I-94 was impassible, and the
thought of getting marooned in the snow was very possible. We were fortunate the
storm hadn’t started earlier. Jay Haavik our Master Carver was already there, his
class having begun on Thursday. Karen Henderson, our other instructor from out
of state, and her husband decided to come over a day early rather than wait when
they saw the forecast. Joe Jewett and his wife, who provide us with much of the
year’s supply of wood, hadn’t made it Friday evening, but before the Heritage
Center closed on Saturday, they arrived by going back roads parallel to the
freeway. We were all glad that he came but it must have been a treacherous drive.

Visiting while eating
Even at Friday’s dinner there were a couple of new carvings to look at. Ruth,
Larry’s wife, wore a pendent that Larry carved from Perry’s owl class. It was quite
well executed. Eric T had a man’s head with a beaver hat, shoulder length hair, a
slightly wavy beard and a great handlebar mustache. The small carving came from
a template last year for a Santa’s head. Quite an interesting difference.
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A 19th century individual
Saturday morning didn’t really “dawn.” It wasn’t anything but ugly. The storm
could have been worse, but it wasn’t comfortable. A number of us arrived just
before 8 am at the Heritage Center to start setting up before classes began. The
tables were arranged around the welcoming hub you see when you first enter, then
continued down the hallway edge and along to the classrooms. There was enough
space between each table that several more tables could have been inserted, but
with fewer people to exhibit than usual, the spread looked right. The tables had
name tags, as with other years, and Becky B was one of those sitting around the
circle. Becky could help show participants with concerns and later visitors with
questions, being at the beginning. There was also a table with the raffle prizes set
for viewing.
The participants each got a little “swag bag” that held our tickets for lunch both
days, supper at the Brazilian Harvest Event Center (BHEC) Saturday night, carving
knives for the members in the two carving classes and individual thermoses
emblazoned with gold flickertails for the painters. The knives were beautiful and
good quality. The thermoses had been tested by Bob P to figure out which brand
performed the best on a series of tests such as heat retention.
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A showing of some of the raffle prizes
Unlike shows from other years, because this show was at the Heritage Center, a
public building, we could not sell raffle tickets, wood supplies or tools except in
the classroom area. We knew that would make raffle ticket sales less than previous
years, but hoped that it would not cut into them too much. Sales of wood supplies
and tools would not be too affected by being restricted. Rather, the inability of
people to attend could present a problem there.
Saturday not many people braved the weather to come and find us, but more than I
would have thought. Besides wanting to see the show, I think people probably
wanted to get out their homes, or maybe get away from shoveling, and the Heritage
Center is a nice location for families to go and spend a few hours.
Sunday we did have more attendance, and I think all the people who came because
they knew we were here, as well as the folks who just happened upon us, were
quite pleased at what they found. Sunday we seemed to hit our stride as far as
interacting with the public and it feeling more like the show and less like coming in
out of the storm. The members at the different tables seemed to be enjoying
themselves more and the passersby seemed more engaged with the exhibits.
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Michal and Al talking near Warren’s table

Eileen’s Christmas, Halloween and ducks
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Mostly relief carvings from Rick

Real and fantastic visions from Becky B
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One of Jay Haavik’s relief panels
This year Jay Haavik was our Master Carver. His stand alone and relief art is quite
amazing. Largely self taught in the beginning, he has worked all over the world
primarily undertaking Northwest Coast representations and Scandinavian art from
the Viking era. In 2010 he was hired as the lead carver in a project to create a
replica of a Norwegian Viking Ship, called the Oseberg Ship, using tools and
techniques of the time, including working outside.
His earlier Northwest Coast conceptions in mythology and lore and his later
Viking and early Scandinavian designs are complex and a pleasure to see. The
twists and turns of the patterns and figures in his Viking productions are truly
exceptional.
His class listed an array of tools that would be necessary, and the four day length
of his instruction was certainly warranted. There was a lot of attention to detail,
not only in the basic outline of the creature, but in the internal patterns of his skin
or coat.
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A visual set of the fantastic creature
The pictures on the last page and this show the progress of the carving being
accomplished by different members of the class. In the top right hand corner of the
page is Jay’s project relief. The top left is a creature that has had little done,
although considering the chips, the person doing the carving probably feels that
more work should be visible. The person on the lower right of the page has been
working on the textured body of the monster, while the one on the left has been
completing the scales on the bifurcated tail and its feathery end. The last one
shown on this page has begun to have the torso checkered, and so is getting close
to being finished.
The Heritage Center has been helping us celebrate our 50th anniversary. One of the
ways they are working with us is that they asked Jay to give a Sensational Sunday
talk regarding his adventure on the work crew building the replica of the Oseberg
Ship in Tonsberg, Norway. Even though he is not a Scandinavian Native his
extensive work on Viking styles and art led the people building the ship to offer
him the job. Viking ships are a symbol of the time of the Vikings the way that
pyramids are a symbol of ancient Egypt.
The job came from efforts to reconstruct a famous ancient ship that had been
excavated in 1904 from a burial mound. It is thought to have been built in around
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790AD and buried in around 840AD. A high quality of preservation occurred
because it was entombed in blue clay which kept water from entering. The ship
was constructed of oak with elaborate wood carvings on the bow and stern. Some
of the furnishings and furniture it held included a cart, four sleighs, a bed, chains,
and some carved heads reminiscent of Irish animal heads. Two skeletons of
women were discovered with the ship. Among the theories about the women, is
that the older one may have been more important and the other a servant.
One of the attempts to build the ship in the 1970s ended with the vessel sinking
after 20 minutes. With x-rays, lasers and extraordinary measurements, the team
Jay was on began the project. Jay’s slides show the way in which the boat was
constructed using only traditional tools and methods. Like the original, the ship
was about 60 ft long and had 15 oars to a side. Besides seeing the way Jay
composed his parts of the decorative areas on the ship, watching how the boat itself
came together and how it was seaworthy was interesting. It actually sailed on the
open water to make sure that it would have floated and not just been used for
burial.

A Viking mythical head post
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Karen Henderson taught the other group of students. Carving spoons shared little
of the anxious intensity of the relief carving going on in the room next door.
Karen’s method of carving uses water to keep the wood supple and from drying, of
course. It’s a departure from the dry carving with which most of us are familiar.
The first item they fashioned was a spreader. There were over seven different
woods to choose from. Each wood was a little different in color, texture and
workability. Some of the woods available were maple, apple, cherry, walnut,
buckthorn, sumac and lilac. Karen even had a few mulberry pieces.
After opting for the wood each wanted, the carver took time and cut down the
wood to the thickness desired. The next step involved smoothing the wood. That
process used graduated grits of sandpaper. They are rated inversely to size, so 100
grit is coarser than 200 grit, and 400 would be a fine grit. The person starts with
the grittiest paper, say 100 and works until the spreader feels smooth, then
continues with a 180 or 200 grit until that seems smooth, working in increments
down to something around 380 or 420. Taking a shortcut just means you end up
going back and working with the layer you missed. Even while sanding, small
variations in color or appearance that you didn’t see in the previous shaping of the
piece can emerge.

Tubs of wood from which to choose
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Lilac Spreader
After completing a spreader students got to choose a blank from which to create a
spoon. With most of these blanks it is evident which should be the handle and
which the bowl, but normally that is the first decision to make. Often, figure half
for one side and half for the other rather than over killing the procedure. On the
back, form the keel, a sort of cross between the bowl and handle to give it stability
and definition. When carving the back of the bowl pay attention to the curve. No
kamikaze shortened sides. Also, when carving on the back, work into the keel end
first near the bowl, then go with the grain. Lastly carve the bowl by initially
drawing a circle to stay inside. Carve cross grained so you can control where you
are making cuts.
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Many of the woods Karen has show differences in grain, lilac for instance showing
lovely purples running through it, or sumac with dark bands alternating with
lighter. Some woods themselves are yellowish, reddish or even dark brown. After
fashioning the spreader or spoon to look the way you want, and getting it sanded
down to be completely smooth, Karen suggests using Danish oil to finish it. It is
food safe, you will be able to eat off of your utensils, and it brings out the colors
nicely.
Several in this class, and others who had taken a previous session with Karen,
wanted to purchase her kit of sandpapers along with a number of spoon blanks to
make on their own. You can keep the spoons in your freezer for some time, and
reconstitute them by boiling them for 2 hours and leaving them sit overnight. You
should be able to work with the wood then. Besides spoons and spreaders for
future use, Karen had containers of wooden leaf shapes lining the front wall with
directions how to make them into small dishes for candy or nuts.
Finally, she had a cute duo of birds hatching from eggs that were being made by a
street vender in a town she was visiting on vacation. He crafted them so easily and
quickly she had to buy them.

Karen talking with Ron and Bob P
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Handmade hatching birds

Karen’s class with spoons and spreaders
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Various members’ wives have been talking about the fun people have when they
take one of Terri Stegmiller’s classes. A lot of them were excited that we were
going to have that as our non-carving session this fall. The idea is to create an
explosion of color to at the beginning. Everyone gathers around and paints shapes
like hearts, squares, circles, leaf outlines etc. until the entire space is covered. Of
course, they talk about what they are doing, offer suggestions and encourage each
other in their artistic endeavor.

Getting a feel for the project
That is left to dry. When the group returns, they add more. Triangles begin to
look like pieces of pepperoni pizza, squares are segmented and squiggles are
embellished with other squiggles. No blank places are left. After it dries again,
even more is added, which looks great even though you couldn’t imagine where it
was going to go before the artists started. Words and slogans, and short phrases
are added as well. Eventually the entire tapestry of color appears that it can hold
not one jot more.
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Nowhere near done

Adding another layer
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Then it is divided into eight pieces and each person gets to devise their own art
project, like a tote bag. We were missing a student for this class, and since our
friend Bonnie Cook was looking forward to doing this class, Karen P is going to
use the remaining piece to fashion a tote for Bonnie’s daughter.

Three of the eight pieces
Saturday, of course, the members in the Flickertails who were in the classes stayed
fairly close to where their instructions were being given, but there were
opportunities to go to the kitchen for snacks or to see what the other classes were
doing. The way things were arranged, it wasn’t as easy to get breaks to visit your
demonstration table as other years. It didn’t seem to be a problem though.
At one point Doug went to each instructor and presented them with various thank
you gifts including the thermos. Lunch was supplied by the BHEC, which also
provides the food for the cafeteria in the Heritage Center. They set up steamers of
food for us at the other end of the Heritage Center which used to be the entrance.
During the afternoon, Clara had showing the carving she is donating of Telle
Rudser. She had it at the September 18th Whittle-In. It is a fine addition to our
ongoing collection.
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Doug and Jay with gift

A lovely carving by Telle Rudser
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As I mentioned, toward the end of the afternoon, Joe Jewitt and his wife arrived
with loads of lumber of useful sizes. Very nice, now there are both wood supplies
and new tools available for purchase in the classroom next to the relief carving.
Things feel more complete. At the end of the day, people went back to their
motels or homes to freshen up and meet again for supper.
The BHEC is located on the main street of Mandan. Since only part of it was set
up for our dinner, it appears rather cavernous but agreeably lit. We were tucked
away in a huge corner, with a number of circular tables near a buffet line. The
food was so good, and people ate enough that even with encouragement the small
cheesecake squares for dessert remained unfinished.
After dinner those participating in the gift swap exchanged numbers and presents.
Jay gave an informative slide show on some of the Northwest Coast and
Scandinavian art he has designed.
Sunday the storm had abated, people came to the show, looking at the tables of
carvings. Kathy and Rick Brereton will be instructing students how to create a
loon for the Spring Class, and she brought a completed one to the show for
members and the general public to see.
As the afternoon progressed, projects were in their finishing stages. The mural was
divided, and spoons were shaped or in planning phases of where they would be by
the end of the day. Some people bought spoon, spreader and leaf bowl blanks for
later development. Relief carvers were trying to see how far they could get and
what to do in the days following the Show in order to finish their undertakings.
Jay’s Sensational Sunday presentation was well received and impressive.
At the day’s end, everyone pitched in and gathered tarps, packed away tools, wood,
tables and artifacts. The floors were swept and vacuumed. The Heritage Center
went back to looking like it had before we arrived.
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The Brereton loon

Some gifts in the exchange
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Joe Jewitt and Bob Lawrence at dinner

A view of the event hall

***************************************
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October 15th, 2018 Whittle-In
The meeting started out more chaotically than usual. About 17 members and 10
new students, the raffle prizes and the raffle ticket wheel, all crowded into the area
near the door. Slowly, the members sat a few of the round tables away from the
door, since the raffle items and apparatus were set up on some of the first round
tables, and the students were getting seated at the long tables on the inside of the
doors. One of the students is a teenager, and he came with his mother. A younger
child came with an adult who was taking the class. Eric G ran the class with
occasional help from Cliff and a couple of others. He was concentrating on intro
types of cuts and safety. Once the class began, it seemed to go well.

Eric G and Becky B with the new class
Vince forgot he was to host the project, which can be easy to do, but Donna came
partly to the rescue. Donna had the earlier project in the month, and by
happenstance, the people at her table hadn’t been to the session. She was able to
hold a mini class for about five people who had missed her salt spoon because she
still had some blanks. That was fortunate and the spoon was such a good project.
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People working on the salt spoon
Others present, such as Matt and his daughter, and Luci and Becky B were
working on items they brought with them.
Becky W, with help, laid out the raffle prizes on one table, and on a nearby table
set up the tumbler with the slips of numbers of people who had entered. Marlene
stood by to stir the pieces of paper, and Henleigh, Doug E’s granddaughter did the
honor of pulling out all the numbers for the prize winners. She did an excellent
job, reaching in and getting slips of paper from all over in the barrel, and Marlene
and she made sure it was well mixed each time.
There were about 900 tickets. Even with all the jumbling, Flickertails won five
prizes. Of course, they probably bought a lot of the tickets. Ron and Darlene won
three. Becky W and Bob P each won one. Eric G had misplaced the wizard made
by Eric T for the raffle, but Darlene won it, and everyone was certain the wizard
would eventually emerge. Most of the winners were from Bismarck, or were
known to someone in the club. No one was from New York or Texas or some
distant location. A person from Dickinson was about the farthest away, and his
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A variety of the raffle prizes

Marlene and Doug E with Henleigh doing an expert job of choosing
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son lives in Bismarck. A few people were difficult to find or contact, but in the
end, everything worked out well.
Finally Doug S showed a cottonwood bark building which included a lot of extra
creation. Bits of bark highlighted the rocks below most of the structure and the
edge of the roof eaves. That was in addition to the circular piece and attic house
above that.

The lattice work on the ball and structure below it mimic each other

